Dear Parents,

We will holding a Camp Weekaway Information Evening on:

**Wednesday the 11\(^{th}\) of March at 7:00pm.**

This evening will be an opportunity for teachers to further explain information presented on the camp forms sent home, and an opportunity for parents to ask questions about topics of interest to them.

Additionally listed below are two points that have been raised:

1. The children will now **be returning to school** at approximately **2:30 - 3:00pm on Friday the 27\(^{th}\) of March**. This provides us with sufficient time to have a picnic at Hanging Rock on our return home which promises to be a highlight.

2. You have been provided with another copy of the **Camp Weekaway Agreement on the back of this form**. This is so you and your child can **sign and return one**, and retain this one for future reference etc.

**Please return the agreement and all medical forms** as soon as possible to enable our staff to organise all arrangements.

Regards,
Justin Mackay